
Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? It is more
important for governments to spend money to improve Internet access
than to improve public transportation. Use specific reasons and
examples to support your answers.

In today's modern life the Internet and public transportation are two
striking factors which are more increasingly merge merging with
people's life, so governments should spend more money on these
spheres and in my belief the Internet is precede the public
transportation and two reasons persuade me to put forward this
viewpoint which I will explain with a couple of examples.

At the outset, nowadays people can use the internet for their daily tasks
which previously they needed to commute toon the city forbefore, so if
governments spend more money on the internet, most of the people
can be teleworkers which can be more beneficial because in that
circumstance the traffic and air pollution will be reduced. For example,
in coronavirus time some developing countries such as Iran struggled
with unpleasant internet connection which has had some irrecoverable
damage because some people had to leave ignore/give up the
quarantine to run their errands/accomplish their jobs.

Another point is that governments by spending extra money to improve
the Internet give an opportunity to society members to enhance their
knowledge readily. For instance, in the example above all students in
the world had online classes instead of had having actual classes, while
if governments did had not provided these suitable conditions for their
students, they would have jeopardized the lives of their main assets.

To recap, although public transportation is one of the predominant
points, in today's modern life the Internet has an effective impact on
people's life because it can aim to enhance their knowledge and also
they can telework in distinctive situations, so governments should spend
more money in on this area/part.


